Finding Resolution (Centre Games) (Volume 4)

Finally, Dr. Jasmine Carter (Jazz) was
getting her shot at taking the lead on one of
the Centres highly covert operations. Great,
wonderful, a dream come true evenyoud
think. Well, that was until Mr. Tall, Dark,
and BroodyQuade Roston, her fellow
Centre co-workerwas assigned to be her
partner. For the last twelve months, these
two had been at war. In fact, theyd elevated
trading verbal barbs to the level of an
international sport. For all the antagonism,
the chemistry between them was just as
strong. They both knew ittheir teammates
knew it. But what the hell were they going
to do about it? SimpleJazz issues a
challenge to Quade that she thinks hell
never accept nor live up to. Then their
seemingly straightforward assignment to
investigate a few cases of a mystery illness
suddenly morphs into something much
more deadly. Jazz finds herself the
unknowing target in the middle of a bikie
war. Now shes dealing with threats from all
corners. But maybe, just maybe, the
biggest threat will be to her heart.
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